CENTRAL BANKS CHEAT SHEET

> MARKETS
WB <GO> – Government bond markets
FICM <GO> – Credit markets
GCDS <GO> – CDS comparison
FXIP <GO> – Foreign exchange portal
WEI <GO> – Benchmark equity indices
SOVR <GO> – Sovereign CDS

> ECONOMIC DATA
ECO EU <GO> – Calendar of EU announcements
ECFC <GO> – Economic forecasts
ECST <GO> – Economic statistics
ECWB <GO> – Economic data workbench
FCON <GO> – Financial conditions monitor
CRIS <GO> – Crisis monitor
TAYL <GO> – Taylor rule

> NEWS & RESEARCH
TOPE <GO> – Top European news
BRIEF EU <GO> – European economics daily briefing
NI CEN <GO> – News from and about central banks
BI BNKE <GO> – Industry analysis of European banks
BI IBNK <GO> – Industry analysis of global investment banks
> CENTRAL BANKS
CENB <GO> – Central bank portal
BOE <GO> – Bank of England
ECB <GO> – European Central Bank
SNB <GO> – Swiss National Bank
FED <GO> – Federal Reserve

> COMMUNICATION & MARKETS
FA <GO> – Reported financials
RV <GO> – Compare data across the sector
DDIS <GO> – Debt repayment schedule
DRSK <GO> – Modelled default risk
CRPR <GO> – Credit ratings
EE O <GO> – Consensus earning estimates
DEBT <GO> – Sovereign debt holdings